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Prime Time offers a street map for women who will be ready to plan the journey into retirement
and a new life of fun, freedom and fulfillment. Prime Time helps you take charge of the next thing
you will ever have - your "prime time" - instead of letting it eventually you! The book allows you
to explore your dreams, have a look at yourself and your options, and discover the retirement
choice that's right for you. The book talks about today's many retirement alternatives, and
guides you through the decision-making process with useful exercises, strategies and
guidelines.
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Very good book! The tales shared of other females have become helpful and relateable.The
authors share their expertise and learnings gained from years of working with executive women
as they consider and transition successfully into fulfilling retirement. An excellent road map.
Preparing for your Primetime Humorous and touching. This is a must read guidebook for just
about any woman who is starting to consider the transition into retirement and what to do in
her post-retirement years.Just what a practical and useful guidebook! Every woman
requirements this type of direction when getting into this scary and daunting time. Reads like a
discussion with an expert, filled with insights, case studies, user friendly worksheets and
checklists, with strategies, methods and pearls of wisdom every female will cherish! I’m getting
very close to retirement, this reserve helped me to feel good in what I’ve been planning up to
now but realized I've a lot however to do. PREPARING FOR YOUR PRIME TIME offers a street
map for a female who is prepared to prepare for the trip from the traditional workforce into the
next phase of her professional and personal lifestyle. A series of queries allows the reader to
measure the possibilities, including a number of questions to help you see what cause or
organization might interest you with a checklist of triggers to recognize a motivating trigger
and potential opportunity that's not directly aligned with your past professional role. Great
Resource What a great source for baby boomer females. If you are interested in Board service
post-retirement, practical step by step help with getting on a Table is roofed.Even if you aren't
ready to retire for five years, the authors outline a series of steps to take before you retire,
including creating a network throughout your corporate days, to provide post-retirement
connections. An essential guidebook to transition to fulfilling retirement! A straightforward, fun
read, full of valuable tools and tips to prepare for the next phase of life. Don't miss the
opportunity to learn from an expert! The Self-work/entrepreneurial questionnaire and scoring
grid assesses your compatibility with entrepreneurial function (consulting, owning your very own
business, investing in a franchise, getting involved in a "start-up" venture) and shows how your
rating compares with several successful business owners. The exercises and the types of other
females were really useful. I realized it is time to start preparation for my own retirement. Thank
you.
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